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This Month’s Fly in - Wednesday 20th 

August

Once again, weather permitting, there 

will be a fly in arranged. The actual 

day of the fly in could be changed as has 

happened on two previous Wednesdays, 

the weather being what it is So keep an 

eye on your Inbox. 

Please note that the 17th September 

Club meeting will be back at the Farmers’ 

Club in Sandhurst Lane, Gloucester as, 

by then, the window for evening flying 

will be severely limited. 

Quote of the Month

“Do not let yourself be forced into 

doing anything before you are 

ready.”— Wilbur Wright

Fly-in Reports

16th July -  Bredon Hill -  Andrew John 

reports:- 

Despite a gloomy overcast and a fresh 

north westerly wind a gathering of 

eight aircraft landed and then regretted 

not having touched down further up the 

long sloping gallops to reach shelter 

behind a small copse. There, Mon had set 

up her stall, loaded with nourishing 

goodies which were enthusiastically 

consumed by all arrivals. By 8.30pm the 

field was again deserted, hopefully to 

host another visit next season. Our 

thanks are due to Penelope Bossom for 

the use of the gallops.

22 July - Newnham    Brian Finch 

reports: 

Well done John in throwing 

convention to the wind (no pun 

intended) and arranging Bob Hinds BBQ 

/ Fly-in for Tuesday due to a poor 

Wednesday forecast. 

It was a stunning evening with virtually 

unlimited visibility, in fact, I’m sure I 

could see John Davis’s windsock on the 

Cotswold Hills ! Being the first wingless 

arrival, I had the pick of the Juicy Burgers 

Bob and Phyllis had been preparing ready 

for the onslaught of hungry flyers which 
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began just after 6:30  with Chris Ball in 

his EuroStar. By 7:00 the sky was thick 

with Joiners, those downwind and a 

couple on final approach.

There were visitors from Broadmeadow 

and Pound Green to join members from 

Defford, Cobbs Cross, Hawling, Eastbach 

and Over Farm. In all, 14 Active aircraft 

enjoyed one of the best summer 

evenings of the year so far.

30th July - Hawling - Bruce Morgan 

reports

Approximately 15 aircraft of various 

types, and a few keen aviators 

arriving by road, helped make another 

special fly-in at Hawling airstrip; a lovely 

well maintained airstrip set in 

picturesque Cotswold surroundings.

The weather and visibility was ideal, with 

good food and many friends (including 

'Deputy Dawg' eyeing up the nearest 

lamp post) to share our thoughts on this, 

a memorable evening.

As visitors, can we express our sincere 

thanks to Sue, John and family for their 

hospitality and friendship, also many 

thanks for the most enjoyable supper. 

Let's all meet again soon. Best wishes to 

all.

From me 'up yonder'.

Hawling Two

Adrian Peatman also sent in a report 

The forecast was mildly encouraging, 

and the decision was taken to hold 

the week’s fly in at John and Sue Davis’ 

place at Hawling. John Hamer’s email was 

sent to all members who have access to 

email. We still have the tricky problem of 

letting “paper-only” members know of 

these weekly events, and indeed two 

planes turned up who weren’t either 

current members or who had heard by 

way of mouth because they didn’t have 

an email address.

In the event, the wind changed from 

being a bit boisterous at 6.30pm to being 

a pleasant zephyr by 7.30pm.

John was busy cooking by the time the 

first member arrived by car at 6.30, and 

naturally a quality-control sample had to 

be taken.

By about 7.30pm, most people had 

arrived and had been fed and watered. 

Around 8.00pm, a distinctive orange X-

Air was spotted on the approach.

Two Hercules made a low pass in the 

distance, but didn’t return, although an 

animated discussion about whether you 

could get a Herc down on John’s strip 

took place. Mind you, they do have a very 

rugged undercarriage that you can plonk 

down, apply full braking and reverse 

thrust, whereas some of our aircraft have 

not fitted brakes.

A lone Pegasus arrived very late, and 

proceeded to park behind some hay bales 

–very mysterious. Eventually, Alan 

Coulon emerged –he’d only heard about 

the meeting that day.

In all, sixteen aircraft flew in: G-CEBM 

Quik 912, G-CCJT Skyranger, G-CCNR 

Skyranger, G-BXVD Shadow, G-CEDC 

Minimax, G-MIKI Rans Coyote, G-CECF 

Escapade, G-CDXY Kitfox 7, G-DEBT 

Pioneer 300, G-CCFZ Ikarus C42, G-BRXE 

Taylorcraft, G-CCBK Eurostar, G-CDLE 

Escapade, G-CCNE Pegasus Quik, G-

CDFM X-Air, and G-BYFF Pegasus.

Grateful thanks are due to both John and 

Sue for their really excellent hospitality 

–nobody went home hungry.



       

Grace, Power and agility

Short field landing technique?

Spamfield on Sunday
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Spamfield 2008 by Dick Osler

The annual Spamfield party on the Isle 

of Wight took place on 13-15 June 

2008. Several club members attended. 

John and Monica flew across on the 

Friday and enjoyed a full weekend there. 

Bruce and Wendy from Eastbach spent a 

week's holiday there. Sunday visitors 

included  Jim Taylor (Minimax), Dick 

Osler (912 Streak) and Myron 

Burak/Steve Sykes in their Skyranger.

 The weather was a bit "iffy", but an early 

start (0845) with a flight time of one and  

a half hours saw us all there safely. It 

was sad to see the clubhouse still in a 

burnt-out state. There is talk of a brick 

rebuild with accommodation however. By 

lunchtime, clouds were starting to build 

up, and showers were beginning to form, 

so we all left around 1245. 

The flight back took around an hour and 

40 minutes, with diversions around 

several showers. We were also mindful 

that Kemble Air Day was in full swing, so 

we stayed well clear of that area.

Vulcan, God of Fire and 

Craftsmanship  by Dick Osler

I had tickets for the Royal International 

Air Tattoo for last Sunday 13 July 

2008. The star of the show as far as I was 

concerned would be the rebuilt Avro 

Vulcan XH558. 

I had built up an affinity with the Avro 

Vulcan during my RAF career, and three 

postings to Lincolnshire during the 1960s 

and 1970s had cemented this 

relationship. Rural Lincolnshire in the 

1960s was served by bakers vans and 

butchers vans and even mobile shops. I 

have this vivid memory of the local baker 

in his  van stuck at the traffic lights on 

the A15 awaiting a Vulcan that was on it's 

approach to RAF Waddington.  The 

Vulcan crossed the threshold, but the 

pilot evidently didn't like the approach 

and decided to abort the landing and go 

round. Full power on 4 x  Olympus 

engines is awesome, and the noise and 

vibration close-up is unbelievable. When 

the baker eventually arrived at the RAF 

base and opened the rear doors of the 

van,  he found that the neatly stacked 

trays of cakes had been reduced to 

crumbs!

Bad news! Like 160,000 other ticket 

holders, the cancellation of the Royal 

International Air Tattoo that was due to 

be held on 12-13 July 2008 was a 

crushing disappointment.  With the 

Fairford fiasco fresh in my mind, I duly 

sent off my tickets for a refund, reflected 

on what might have been and resigned 

myself to perhaps attending Duxford 

during October to see my star attraction. 

The restored Vulcan did actually appear 

at RAF Waddington Open Day on 5 July in 

a formation flypast with the BBMF 
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Lancaster and apparently, there was not 

a dry-eye in the house.

 Good news! A phone call from a fellow 

microlight pilot (he flies a Jabiru, but 

there is no accounting for taste!) 

confirmed that he had a pair of trade 

tickets for Farnborough, and would I be 

interested in going? A quick scan of the 

web revealed that Vulcan XH558 would 

be flying on Friday 18 July, so the smile 

was put back on my face. I went to 

Farnborough today and, overall, the 

whole flying display was terrific. My star 

attraction flew, and that awesome sound 

and the sight of a Vulcan once again 

riding on that immense thrust was 

fabulous.

Australia Challenge - Progress report 

from Jon Ingram’s Weblog 

At the time of writing all seems to be 

going well. They got off to a 

reasonable start. Writing on 20th July 

abut the first three days Jon commented:-

” We were all up at 5.30am to shower 

and grab some breakfast. The Aussie 

guys were all with us except Warren who 

flew in at about 7am reporting showers 

and turbulence. Ian, whose radiator was 

now repaired, quickly fitted it and then 

broke the early morning silence by 

testing his engine thoroughly.

 

I think we were all amazed at the number 

of people who turned out to see us leave. 

A representative from the Royal Flying 

Doctor Service gave a short speech and 

filled us all with confidence because it 

revolved around how barmy we all were.”

  

Overall impressions so far? This country 

is vast, sparsely populated and very 

friendly. The heat in the day is much 

more than we are used to but it goes cold 

and damp at night. If I have chance to 

update you some more later I will but 

there is just so much to do! “

(Editor’s Note;-If you want to follow 

their trip log on to 

http://blog.youvegotwings.com. Jon and 

Ian will be giving a talk at one of our 

autumn meetings telling the story of the 

whole expedition)

Popham 2008 - the Editor’s view

Having been washed out in May it 

came close to a repeat in August. 

Saturday was wet for the morning and 

the sun only appeared after lunch. The 

approach to the car park area and the 

walk from there to the exhibition and 

flight line was distinctly very soggy under 

foot. It was noticeable that a number of 

exhibitors had not arrived with empty 

spaces on the flight line and in the large 

marquee. What was there to see?

A display of vintage microlights reminded 

me of the original concept of the sport - 

simplicity and fun. What a contrast to the 

modern sleek, fast machines powered by 

912 engines.

P & M Aviation showed off a new Quik R 

which had winglets at the ends of the 

wing and no top luff lines. As the 

conditions improved it was the first 

aircraft of the day to take to the sky. It 

was certainly a fast ship and powered 

around the circuit doing a very fast, low 

fly-by. It was also remarkably quiet 

which is a large bonus point these days.

Naturally there were a number of single 

seat SSDR aircraft on show. P & M had 

the Magic Laser which we saw at the NEC 

last year. Solo Flight showed a very 
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impressive trike with a 600cc V-twin 

engine which, I understand, was based 

on a Dihatsu engine. The aircraft frame 

was available in a number of coloured 

metallic finishes which really made it 

stand out from the normal grey 

aluminium tube look. The trike, wing and 

engine were all separately priced. 

Less fuel on the ground so more in 

the air! - from Andrew John

I have been able to cut the cost of 

travelling to and from Hartpury by two 

thirds, following the acquisition of a 

second hand Vespa scooter! This 

represents a significant saving on the half 

hour journey, so part of this saving will 

be spent, I hope, on more time in the air, 

weather permitting. Some fifty years ago 

I had a Lambretta 150LD which carried 

me back and forwards from London, 

where I was working in the City, to 

Bredon Hill for a year, then for two years 

and 16000 miles in Canada, without a 

single puncture despite some atrocious 

conditions especially in Northern Ontario. 

Needless to say I was on my way home 

having purchased my new steed in 

Cheltenham, when I had my first of two 

flats so far!! 

Now, more used to riding a scooter 

again, I can bowl along at a comfortable 

45-50 mph, and a screen keeps most of 

the draught at bay. The most difficult 

thing to remember is to cancel the 

indicators after turning as they are not 

self cancelling like in a car! And we all 

know how irritating and confusing it is to 

find some mutt on a scooter in open 

country with his right indicator winking 

for miles! Anyway, so far I am thoroughly 

enjoying renewing my teenage 

experience and would recommend this 

form of transport to anyone who is 

looking to save a bob or two on fuel costs.

Late breaking news

BMAA and LAA Merger

The following announcement was made 

in early August

“As part of its investigation into the possible 

amalgamation with the BMAA, the LAA has 

sought legal advice during the preparatory 

due diligence process. 

The Association has been advised that due to 

a legal issue it would not, at the moment, be 

in the interests of either Association to 

proceed. The specific issue could well take 

over a year to resolve. 

It remains the intention of both Associations 

to progress merger discussions once this or 

any other, legal issues are resolved “

Dates for your Diary

25th – 27th July 2009– Bleriot 100. 

Mass microlight crossing of the English 

Channel to mark Louis Bleriot’s 100th 

anniversary. Contact: Frank Spiniello 

frankspiniello@hotmail.co.uk At the 

moment appears to be well subscribed.
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